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Woodward's theorem asserts that the power spectral density of a 
slowly frequency-modulated signal is given by the first-order proba- 
bility density of the modulation. It can be extended to cover the case 
where there is slow amplitude modulation as well--correlated or un- 
correlated and deterministic or random--by weighting each fre- 
quency by the mean-square amplitude associated with it. The modu- 
lation can be regarded as slow if its bandwidth is small compared to 
the frequency excursion. 
If a narrow-band waveform is multiplied in frequency up to a 
high harmonic, its spectrum becomes broad by comparison ~dth its 
modulating frequencies, and this extension of Woodward's theorem 
provides an easy way of approximating the spectrum. In particular, 
it is applied to the case of a sinusoid plus narrow-band gaussian 
noise that has been passed through apower-law device or a ]imiter to 
generate a high harmonic. 
WOODWARD'S THEOREM 
Woodward 's  (1952) theorem asserts that  the power spectral densi ty 
of a slowly f requency-modulated wave is given by the first-order 
probabi l i ty  densi ty  of the modulat ion.  This fact, which is a useful 
approx imat ion for both determin ist ic  and random modulat ion,  was 
realized as early as 1948 (Blachman,  1948; Middleton,  1960) and 
might  be regarded as a "folk theorem";  it was explained by consider- 
ing the measurement  of the spectrum by means of a set of cont iguous 
band-pass  filters. When the frequency varies slowly, the average power 
dissipated in the load of any  filter, which corresponds to the spectral 
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density at some frequency within its passband, is proportional to the 
amount of time the frequency spends within that band. Woodward, 
however, was the first to give a mathematical proof- -by considera- 
tion of the correlation function of the process. 
The foregoing argument in terms of filters is nevertheless perfectly 
valid. It lacks only some indication of its accuracy, i.e., of when the 
output power of a filter can be expected to be proportional to the 
amount of time the frequency spends within its passband. This will 
be the case if the filter is not too narrow and its transient response dies 
out sufficiently rapidly that the filter is able to attain a nearly steady- 
state condition while the frequency is within its passband. 
Hence, the duration of the transient response of the filter must be 
small compared to the ratio of the filter bandwidth to the rate of 
change of frequency. Since the duration of the transiellt response is of 
the order of magnitude of the reciprocal of the filter bandwidth, this 
means that the filter bandwidth must be large compared to the geometric 
mean of modulation bandwidth and frequency excursion. Of course, the 
filter bandwidth must be small compared to the frequency excursion 
if sufficient resolution is to be obtained to show the shape of the 
spectrum, and so the frequency excursion must be large compared to 
the modulation bandwidth, i.e., the modulation index must be large. 
Thus, Woodward's theorem can resolve only those spectral details 
whose widths are much greater than the geometric mean of the modu- 
lation bandwidth and the frequency excursion. 
This is why the theorem gives good results for the spectrum of a 
carrier slowly modulated in frequency by gaussian noise but com- 
pletely fails to exhibit the discrete nature of the spectrum in the case 
of frequency modulation by a sinusoid. It  smears the spectral lines out 
into a continuum, and it indicates correctly only the total power in 
any large set of neighboring lines. 
The same spectral smearing is implicit in the derivation of Woodward's 
theorem by means of the Wiener-Khinchin relation. Woodward (1952) 
supposes that the change of phase of the frequency-modulated wave 
over the time r is simply proportional to r for small I r [ , while Blach- 
man (1957) expresses this phase change as a Taylor series whose first 
term Mr(M is the instantaneous frequency deviation) is the same as 
1 " 2 Woodward's and whose next term, ~Mr,  is required to be small. Thus, 
[ r [ must be small compared to typical values of ] 21:/1 -112, where 
is the rate of change of frequency. The effect of assuming that the corre- 
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lation function vanishes for larger I r l is to blur spectral details whose 
widths are of the order of i ;l~r i 1/2 or smaller while preserving the total 
power in larger bandwidths. 
GENERALIZATION OF THE THEOREM 
It is possible to obtain more spectral detail by including additional 
terms of an infinite series, of which Woodward's theorem represents 
only the first (Blachman, 1957; Middleton, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1955; 
Mullen and Middleton, 1957). It is possible also to generalize the 
theorem 1 to include the effect of amplitude modulation, deterministic 
or random and correlated or uneorrelated with the frequency modula- 
tion, by merely weighting each frequency in accordance with the mean 
square amplitude associated with it. Thus, if p(V, M) is the joint 
probability density of the instantaneous amplitude V and frequency 
deviation M (from a reference frequency a) of a narrow-band wave- 
form, its power spectral density is 
W(,~) = 1 ~ fo ~ /2 V2p(V, c~ - a) dV 
according to this generalization. Its domain of validity is the same as 
that of the original theorem as long as the bandwidth of the amplitude 
modulation does not exceed the geometric mean of frequency-modula- 
tion bandwidth and frequency excursion, since the filter will then 
respond to the amplitude modulation in a nearly steady-state manner. 
If the amplitude-modulation bandwidth is larger, then it determines 
the required filter bandwidth and the attainable spectral resolution. 
This generalization is readily proved by consideration of the set of 
contiguous passband filters, just as in the case of the original theorem. 
It can also be derived mathematically b a slight modification of the 
derivation of Woodward's theorem. The autocorrelation function of 
the modulated wave V(t) cos (at + fMdt) with "carrier frequency" 
r~+" Mdt) which may a is the mean value of ½V(t) V(t + r)cos(f~r + j  
be written (cf. Blachman, 1957, Eq. (7)) 
• (~) = (½v(v  + ?~- + ~?~-2) cos (a~ + M~ + ½~J  + ~r~) ) , ,  
when the amplitude V(t + -r) is expressed as a Taylor series. The lead- 
ing term of this series, together with the leading term Mr of the series 
See footnote 3of Blaehman (1957). 
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for the phase change occurring between times t and t + r, yields our 
generalization of Woodward's theorem upon expressing the foregoing 
average as a double integral over the joint distribution p(V, M), viz., 
,~(T) -~ 1/f V2p(V,M) dV cos(~ + M)rdM. 
c~ 
This expression isaccurate for those values of r for which I ½2~Ir2 I and 
] 1?~ ] are likely to be small. Comparison with the relation 
• (T) = I~ w(~) cos ~d~ 
gives us the foregoing approximation for the spectral density W(~o). In 
deriving the original theorem, Woodward (1952) required that the 
frequency excursion be large compared to the modulation bandwidth 
so that the correlation function would be negligible for those values of T 
for which the first term of the Taylor series does not suffice. However, 
this condition insures only the vanishing of the approximate correlation 
function for appropriate values of r; the exact correlation function, as 
in the case of periodic or nearly periodic modulation, can have non- 
negligible values for r large compared to the reciprocal of the frequency 
excursion. 
The effect of using the approximate correlation function, thus, is to 
neglect any parts of ,I,(r) that may contribute fine structure to the 
spectrum--features whose widths are less than the reciprocal of the 
largest r for which our approximation to ~I,(r) is accurate. Thus, spectral 
details whose widths are of the order of the amplitude-modulation ba d- 
width or the geometric mean of frequency excursion and frequency- 
modulation bandwidth (whichever is larger) will be distorted, even 
when both are small compared to the frequency excursion, but when 
this is the case the distorted spectrum will be a useful approximation. 
Retention of the terms in M and ~_~ in ~I'(r) would yield a correction, 
discussed by Blachman (1957), which is of the order of the square of 
the ratio of frequency-modulation ba dwidth to frequency excursion. 
Inclusion of the term in V would introduce a spectral term of the order 
of the square of the ratio of amplitude-modulation ba dwidth to fre- 
quency excursion. If V is statistically independent of M, the term in l? 
averages to zero; otherwise it yields another, larger correction of the 
order of the ratio of amplitude-modulation bandwidth to frequency 
excursion. (To be more precise, the numerator in each of the foregoing 
ratios should be the rms frequency in the spectrum of the modulation, 
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and the denominator should be the width of the significant features of 
the spectrum.) 
To illustrate the utility of this generalization of Woodward's theorem, 
we shall use it to find the spectrum of a high harmol~ic of a sinusoid plus 
narrow-band gaussian oise. It  is not useful in the case of low harmonics 
because there the frequency excursion is of the same order as the "modu- 
lating" frequencies, and it would give us inaccurate results. However, 
at higher harmonics, the "modulating" frequencies remain the same but 
the frequency excursion increases in proportion to the order of the har- 
monic, and the theorem is applicable. 
THE STATISTICS OF A SINUSOID PLUS NARROW-BAND GAUSSIAN 
NOISE 
If f is the centroid of the spectrum of a narrow-band, stationary, 
gaussian oise process, the noise can be expressed as 
x(t) cos at - y(t) sin fit, 
where x and y, the slowly varying amplitudes of the two quadrature 
components, and their time derivatives 2 and ) are, for any t, statisti- 
cally independent gaussian random variables with mean zero. If ~ is 
the rms value of the noise and p is the radius of gyration of its spectrum, 
the standard deviations are ~ for x and for y and pc for 2 and for 
(Rice, 1948).2 
Denoting by V(t) cos [at + ¢(t)] the sum of this noise plus a sinusoid 
A cos at of constant amplitude A, frequency f ,  and phase arbitrarily 
taken to be zero, expressing x, y, 2, and 9 in terms of V, 4, ~?, and ¢ in 
the joint normal density function, and multiplying by the Jacobian of 
the transformation, V ~, we obtain the joint density function for V, ¢, 
V, and ~: 
V 2 ( A2--2AVcosCq-V2 ?"q-V2~ 2) 
p( V, ~b, ?,  ¢L) - 4~r202~4 exp 2a 2 2p2¢ 2 . 
Evidently, 17 is statistically independent of the other three variables. 
Integrating over it and also over ~, we obtain the joint density function 
for V and 9~: 
__ e-A~/2~2 V2e-(p~+¢~) v2/2p,-~2 I d._~_l 
If the sinusoid plus noise V cos (~t + ¢) is fed to an nth-power device 
See page 9 of Bl~chman (1948). 
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with n _-_ 0 (n = 0 if the device is an ideal limiter), the output is pro- 
portional to V ~ cos n (~2t + ¢). This cos ~ (~t + 4~) can be expressed as a 
Fourier series ~-~ a~,~ cos m ( f t t+ ¢), in general containing harmonics 
of all orders m. Thus, the ruth-harmonic component of the output of the 
power-law device (or rectifier) will have an amplitude proportional to V ~ 
and a phase rnO; we shall take the constant of proportionality obe unity. 
When n is an integer, certain harmonies do not appear; the results be- 
low then apply in the limit as n approaches the integer (Blachman, 1953). 
APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL THEOREM 
The instantaneous frequency of the ruth harmonic is thus m6 + m~. 
To determine the spectral density of this harmonic, we shall denote by 
= m¢~ the departure in frequency from m~, the ruth harmonic of the 
sinusoid, and we shall weight each ~ in accordance with the average 
-~lz2~ averaged over the distribution (1). power associated with it, i.e., 2 -  
Noting that de = d~/m, we thus obtain the power spectral density 
(cf. Appendix) 
-~2/2~ ~,o~ Io(A V~ W(~ + m~t) _ ~~e v - ~2.e-(~+~l,.~ ~12.~ V~ dF . 
x/ 2~: mo~ 4 2 \~- /  
_ 2"-~a 2" (n + ½)! -- ~?  1 + (w2/m2p2)J (2) [1 +(~o2/m2p~)] +(~12' exp 
A2/22 
X1F1 - -n - -  1/~; 1; - -  1 + (w2/m~p2)/" 
Although the integral of (2) over all o~ accurately gives the total power 
in the ruth harmonic, the detailed features of the shape of the spectrum 
are smoothed out, each of them over a range of frequencies whose width 
is of the order of ~/~p/X/1  + A /z .  This is the width of the narrowest 
filter that would respond to the instantaneous frequency and is equal 
to the geometric mean of the modulation bandwidth, which is of the 
order of p, and the frequency excursion, which is of the order of mp when 
A/o- is smMl and mp~/A when it is large. For m >> 1 + A/z ,  therefore, 
this smoothing of the spectrum has no significant effect except near 
= 0, where the spectral ine representing the ruth harmonic of the 
sinusoid is turned into a part of the continuous pectrum. The power 
in this line has been shown (Blachman, 1953) ~o be 
[ • ( 1 [(m + n)/2]t A *~ - n 2 m! (X/~o_)~_ ~Fa m~ ; m+ 1; - ~] j .  (3) 
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Note that the spectrum (2) depends on only a single parameter, p, of 
the input-noise spectrum. Its dependence on the order m of the harmonic 
is very simple; m serves only as a scale factor for the width of the spec- 
trum. When noise alone i8 present (A = 0), the spectrum (2) has a 
particularly simple form, as the last two factors are both unity. In this 
form it can also be made to yield the spectrum for the ease of a weak 
sinusoid (A << z) by regarding the latter as part of the noise; as a result, 
2 must be replaced by ( 1 -4- R) z 2 and p2 must be replaced by p2 ( 1 d- R), 
where R = A2/2~ 2is the ratio of input sinusoid power to noise power. 
When n is half an odd integer, the hypergeometric function in (2) 
becomes a polynomial in its last argument; when n is an integer, ~F~ is 
expressible in terms of the modified Bessel functions I0 and I~. The 
radius of gyration of the spectrum (2), i.e., the rms value of ~ associated 
with this density, can be shown to be 
• / /1F l ( - -n -~ 1; 1; - -R)  
by using the left-hand side of (2) to represent the spectrum and inter- 
changing the order of integration. Equivalently, we may observe that 
since V4, the tangential component of the rate of change of VZ¢, like 
the radial component V, is independent of V. Substituting the two 
moments of V, we again obtain (4). 
For noise alone (R = 0), (4) gives us p' = mp/~/2nn; for large R we 
have p' = mpcr/A. As long as p'>> p, (2) is a useful approximation to 
the spectral density; for large R (A >> z), it becomes 
A2 coe/m2p ~ 
~2nTI exp 
~v(~+me) -  " (5)  
In principle, we could have used a slightly different approach in 
calculating the speetrmn; we could have subtracted the sinusoidal 
output component whose power is (3) from V ~ cos (met + me) 
before applying the theorem. However, the calculation is not easily 
carried out; hence, we simply note that for m >> 1 -? w/R, (3) is neg- 
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ligible compared to the total power (Blachman, 1953) 
f~  w(~)  d~ = n! 1F l ( -n ;  1; - R). (6) 2n-1 O _2n 
Contrary to the popular belief (McLucas and Raymond, 1951) that 
the width of the ruth harmonic of narrow-band noise varies as m 1/2, we 
have seen that for fixed n, it is proportional to m. However, if the ruth 
harmonic is generated by means of an mth-law device, which in effect 
simply convolves the noise spectrum with itself m -- 1 times, the width 
p' should be proportional to m ~/2, and, indeed, Eq. (4) gives that result 
for this case (m = n, R = 0) despite the fact that (2) is not a good 
approximation here. The exact spectrum, the (m -- 1)-fold convolution 
of the spectrum of the original noise with itself, tends for large m = n 
toward a gaussian shape with p' = %/mp, while (4) gives p' = ~¢/m/2p. 
Whenever n is large, care must be exercised in using the foregoing 
results, as the bandwidth of the ~mplitude modulation V ~ is of the 
order of X /n+ lp, and the waveform V ~ cos (m~t ~ me) tends to 
look like a random sequence of short, isolated pulses of random heights. 
APPENDIX. THE CONFLUENT HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION 
Many of the integrals we have encountered were evaluated by means 
of a folznula due to Hankel (Watson, 1944), which can be written 
Qo 
o t" e-~t~/~I~(bt) dt 
2(g-~- l ) /2 ( ( t t  -~-v--  1)/2)'  b ~ ( -- b2a2) 
--~ v! a "+'+1 " e b~/2~ 1F1 ~ 2t~ + 1 , '~+ 1; -- . 
The confluent hypergeometric function is defined as 
1FI(a; 3'; -- R) = 1 - -a -R  a_.a-~- 1R  2 
77  -4- 1 2! ~+1v+23!  -~- " '"  
and satisfies Kummer's  first relation 
1FI(C~;~/; - -  R )  : e -R  1F I (V  - -  c~;~/; R ) .  
The first term of the asymptotic series for large, positive R gives us 
(Madelung, 1957) 
(~/ -- 1)! R - , .  
~F~(~; ~; -- R) = i~ -- ~ -- 1)! 
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These factorials, like others in this paper, need not have integer argu- 
ments; k! denotes F(/c + 1). 
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